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Explore the cultural and artistic heritage of Abha as you make your way to Fatima Museum, where you can 
marvel at and appreciate exhibits featuring brightly-coloured geometric patterns of Al-Qatt Al-Aseeri art. Visit Al 
Muftaha Village next to take a closer look at some more curious art pieces, and even check out Souq Al 
Thulatha, the Tuesday market, where you can browse through and buy a variety of local products. Head to the 
A'anab farm to kick back into the tranquil atmosphere while enjoying top-notch Saudi hospitality with some 
coffee and dates. Take plenty of photos of your stunning natural surroundings and the comfortable seating 
areas. Marvel at the remains of an old watch tower and travel through time as your hosts regale you with 
stories centred around this once-imposing structure. Depending on the season, you can see how different 
types of fruits are grown and harvested. You will also see some old-fashioned weather forecasting tools and 
equipment that local farmers use to help them in cultivation. Watch how the mifa bread is made and then grab 
a bite to eat before going to the final stop of the tour, High City, where you can enjoy stunning mountain views.

Overview
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Itinerary

8:00 AM - Pick-up
Gather at the meeting point from where you will be 
picked up to embark on an illuminating tour of 
Abha.

9:00 AM - Fatima Museum visit
Enjoy a visit to the Fatima Museum where you can 
learn more about Aseer's authentic artistic heritage, 
as you walk around and marvel at Al-Qatt Al-Aseeri 
art. Appreciate the colourful geometric patterns 
that are part of the traditional style.

11:00 AM - Trip to Al Muftaha Village
Arrive at Al Muftaha Village, a hub of Aseeri culture 
that showcases local art. You can even visit the 
Souq Al Thulatha, Tuesday market, and check out 
traditional clothes, honey, plants and other items, 
before heading to Talal Maddah theatre.
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Itinerary

1:00 PM - A’anab farm tour & lunch
Take in your gorgeous surroundings in the comfortable 
seating area of the farm as you cosy up with a warm cup 
of Saudi coffee and dates and capture as many photos as 
you can, before touring the farm to gain insight into the 
regional heritage. The name of the farm means 'grape' in 
Arabic and it grows lots of different types of seasonal 
fruits. Explore the remains of an old watchtower and 
enjoy interesting stories about it by your hosts. Watch 
and learn how Mifa bread is made. Enjoy a traditional 
Aseeri lunch with some Mifa bread at the farm.

4:00 PM - Stop at High City
Prepare to be astonished by the splendid mountain views 
from a high altitude at the aptly named High City. 
Surrounded by hotels and parks, this is the perfect place 
to round off your trip.

5:00 PM - End of tour
Click some photos to cherish these moments forever, as 
the tour has now come to an end. You will be dropped off 
at the meeting point.
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Inclusions

- English & Arabic-speaking tour guide 
- Pick-up from & drop-off at the gathering point
- Entry tickets to Fatima Museum & A'anab farm
- Snacks & lunch
- Taxes & surcharges
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Exclusions

- Hotel pick-up & drop-off
- Personal expenses
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Terms & conditions

‒ For booking requests and confirmation, please send an email to 
sales@discoversaudi.sa.

‒ Bookings need to be confirmed, and the payment must be made at least 72 hours 
before the tour.

‒ If a prepayment has not been received for the tour, Discover Saudi has the right to 
not provide the services.

‒ The package includes transportation in a shared SUV with pick-up from & drop-off 
at the gathering point.

‒ Access to landmarks and museums is subject to local authorities.

Additional information
‒ Guests must wear comfortable footwear and dress modestly.

‒ A translator for your preferred language can be provided at an additional fee.
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Cancellation policy

- Bookings are refundable up to 48 hours prior to the trip, after which they are 
strictly non-refundable.

- Tours are subject to favourable weather conditions. In case tours are halted or 
cancelled as a result of bad weather, a refund will be processed within 14 days to 
the bank account linked to the card used for the transaction.
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Discover Saudi
Discover the last frontier of travel 
with us. We look forward to 
partnering with you in creating 
unforgettable journeys!

For more information, please contact:

info@discoversaudi.sa
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